ADDENDUM No. 4
Invitation For Bid
19AUC119 Kitchen Equipment Maintenance and Repair Services

Date 03/04/19

Item 1: Section V. Bid Requirements 1.

Originally posted:
1. Diagnose, troubleshoot, and repair gas, electric, direct stream refrigeration, and other types of food preparation equipment.

Updated to:
1. Diagnose, troubleshoot, and repair gas, electric, and other types of food preparation equipment.

Item 2: Section V. Bid Requirements Items 7-9. Added

7. Serving Line Glass replacement.

8. Water Heater repairs – Austin ISD plumbers and awarded vendor will work together to diagnosis whether a repair or replacement is needed. If repair is needed awarded vendor will complete repair. If a water heater replacement is needed Austin ISD plumbers will complete.

9. Filter/Scale stick Replacement - Awarded vendor will replace scale sticks and filters on existing equipment as needed. AISD Food Services will provide the scale sticks and filters for units.